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Premise
• Over 350 million people are chronically infected with HBV. Current treatments –
IFN and nucleos(t)ide analogs – eliminate HBV from less than 10% of patients,
and treatment cessation leads to viral rebound.
• Thus, new treatments with distinct mechanisms of actions (MoAs) are urgently
needed to eradicate HBV from patients as well as to prevent the development of
liver diseases such as fibrosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).
• Since cyclophilin inhibitors have demonstrated clinical safety and efficacy
against HCV, we examined the possibility that they could also inhibit HBV
replication.

Results
Fig 1: STG-175 decreases HBV entry by preventing the
binding of the viral envelope to the NTCP receptor

Fig 3: The combination of STG-175 and ETV
exhibits synergistic anti-HBV effects

Primary hepatocytes (A) or NTCP-positive Huh7 cells (B) (triplicate) were exposed to purified HBV (AD38) for 4 h in the
presence of increasing concentrations of DMSO or STG-175. Drugs were added together with the virus. Cells were
washed, trypsinized and analyzed for HBV entry by measuring by ELISA amounts of HBV core in cell lysates. C. NTCPpositive Huh7 cells were exposed to fluorescent recombinant HBV S envelope (HBVpreS/2-48myr-K-FITC (100 nM)) for 1
h in the presence of increasing concentrations of DMSO or STG-175 (triplicate). Drugs were added together with the
fluorescent (FITC) HBV envelope peptide. Cells were washed and analyzed by FACS.

HepAD38 (A), HepDE19 (B) or HepDES19 (C) cells (triplicate) were treated with increasing concentrations of STG-175
combined either with STG-175 or entecavir (ETV) as described in Figure 2. Antagonistic, additive and synergistic effects
were analyzed by quantification of intracellular HBV DNA by qPCR. Cell viability was analyzed by CellTiter-Fluor assay
while additive and synergistic effects were analyzed by the MacSynergyII program. This program is based on the Bliss
independence model that is defined by the following equation: Exy = Ex + Ey − (Ex × Ey), where Exy is the additive effect of
drugs x and y as predicted by their individual effects, Ex and Ey.

Fig 2: STG-175 inhibits HBV replication
in HepAD38, HepDE19 and HepDES19
cells

Fig 4: STG-175 inhibits HBV replication
in transgenic mice

Background
Human immunodeficiency virus type-1 (HIV-1), hepatitis B virus (HBV) and
hepatitis C virus (HCV) share a common route of transmission. HBV and HCV
mono-infection represent the major causes of chronic liver disease globally. HIV-1
co-infection with HBV or HCV is associated with accelerated progression to severe
liver disease, increased risk of hepatotoxicity from antiretroviral therapy and
reduced survival. Co-infected patients are often refractory to most therapies and
develop liver fibrosis, cirrhosis and liver cancer more often than mono-infected
patients. Since a growing body of evidence suggests that HIV-1, HCV and HBV, all
exploit the host protein cyclophilin A (CypA) to optimally infect and replicate in
human cells, we tested a new cyclophilin inhibitor STG-175 for its capacity to
inhibit mono- as well as co-infections of these three prime viral human threats.

Materials and Methods
We evaluated both in vitro and in vivo the anti-HBV inhibitory potency of the new
cyclophilin inhibitor STG-175, which previously demonstrated high efficacy against
HCV.

Results
• As previously reported for other cyclophilin inhibitors, STG-175, by binding to
cell surface NTCP, inhibits HBV entry. However, this entry block is only observed
at a µM range.
• More interestingly, STG-175 greatly reduces HBV replication in HepAD38, DE19,
DES19 and AML12HBV10 cells at a nM range, suggesting that the cyclophilin
inhibitor mediates a post-entry block.
• The combination of STG-175 with entecavir (ETV) exhibits a synergistic inhibitory
effect in HepAD38, DE19, DES19 and AML12HBV10 cells.
• Moreover, a 3-week oral treatment with STG-175 reduces by more than 70% the
levels of HBV DNA in the liver of HBV transgenic mice.

Conclusions
By demonstrating that the new cyclophilin inhibitor STG-175 exhibits potent antiHBV activities both in vitro and in vivo, our findings strongly indicate that STG-175
represents an attractive drug partner for IFN-free direct-acting antiviral regimens
for the treatment of hepatitis B.

HepAD38 (A), HepDE19 (B) or HepDES19 (C) cells (triplicate) were incubated for two weeks with tetracycline to
suppress HBV replication. Tetracycline was then removed and cells treated with increasing concentrations of DMSO,
STG-175 or ETV. After 3 days, medium was removed and replaced with fresh medium and fresh drugs. After 3 days (6
days of drug exposure), intracellular HBV DNA was purified and quantified by quantitative PCR (qPCR).

HBV transgenic Tg05 mice (C57BL/6 mice containing a single genomic transgene 1.3 HBV genome copy (serotype ayw)
and reproducing the virus replication cycle from gene expression through virion release) were treated daily for 3 weeks
as indicated in the figure. Livers were collected at the end of treatment and HBV DNA levels were quantified by qPCR
while liver HBsAg and HBeAg levels were quantified by ELISAs.
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